Week Beginning: 27th November 2017
This week your child’s learning has focussed around the following areas. If you wish to continue their
learning journey at home then please feel free to use the ideas and share with us by recording in whatever
fashion you wish to (photos/child’s mark-making/adult-scribed) in the home/school link book. Thank you!

English/Phonics/Reading:
This week we are using the internet to find the answers to some of our questions about the Sagrada
Familia. We will use this information as a starting point for our leaflet on Gaudi and the Sagrada Familia.
Ideas to support learning:

Daily reading – even if it is only a page a night!

Think of some information you know (about a topic of your choice) to tell the class.
Phonics:
Reception have been learning sh, ch and ng.
Tricky words: She, he, we, me, be.
Year ones have been learning alternative pronunciations for a and y.
Tricky words: many, laughed, because.

Maths:
This week Y1’s are having end of term assessments. Reception are practising subitising which is to
see how many things there are in an arrangement of numbers without having to count. For example
dots on dice or dominoes become recognisable patterns.
Ideas to support their learning:

Play board games - can they begin to recognise the patterns on the dice without counting
them?

Play dominoes– can they recognise the patterns on the dominoes without counting them?
(remember to let them count the patterns for themselves at first to check.)

Topic Work: Nativity practise/ Gaudi.
In between practising for the nativity we shall be learning about the work of famous architect Antoni
Gaudi.

If you have lines for the nativity please continue to practise them.

Learn an interesting fact about Antoni Gaudi to share with the class.

Make a model/ draw a picture of the Sagrada Familia.

